
Wedding Information Sheet

We are happy to provide food services for weddings and other events at venues that 
approve food trucks on site. Our wedding and event shifts generally accommodate a 
two hour serving time, as well as an hour to set up and tear down. If you require more 

than a two hour serving window, please let us know at the time of booking. 

We are happy to tailor specific meals for fit your needs. Our most popular meal for 
weddings is choice of any two tacos, either queso with chorizo and chips or mango 

guacamole and chips and choice of specialty lemonade or tea.  We are happy to tweak 
this however you would like in order for it to work for your event. 

We do have a vegan taco we serve on the truck (though it is fried in the same oil the 
meat tacos are fried in.) If you would like a vegan option that is cooked separately in it’s 
own pan, we can do that! Please let us know when booking if you need separate oil. We 

can also accommodate keto diets (our cheese shell taco can be substituted for corn) 
and most of our tacos are naturally gluten free. We do occasionally have a taco of the 

month that contains gluten. When this is the case, the oil may contain a small amount of 
gluten. If you prefer that we do not offer a taco of the month that contains gluten for your 

event, just let us know beforehand. We are happy to accommodate special dietary 
needs whenever possible. 

Our truck is capable of feeding around 150 people in two hours. Generally speaking, 
this is standard for many trucks, though some are able to produce more, and some can 

produce less. If you feel you have more people that we can accommodate in that 
amount of time, you might want to consider an additional truck. We are happy to provide 

a list of trucks we work with that have service and food that complements ours well. 

Please feel free to reach out via e-mail (thefriedtaco@gmail.com) or phone 
(405-439-0271) if you would like to discuss this further. We would love to be a part of 

your special day! 
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